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To improve and develop securities business in china, it is needed to further 
strengthen the control of insider trading practices and prevention. Due to the 
imperfection in legislation, as well as insider trading on diversity and invisibility, civil 
liability for insider trading trial of the case has always been surrounded by 
controversies. In this paper, the concept of insider trading to start is in order to 
analyze four types of characteristics of the use, disclosure, advice, short-term trading  
in  insider trading behavior. It is probe into the definition of insider information and 
insider trading of the main identification, civil commitment and problems of civil 
liability. So that，some comprehensive proposal for insider trading was put forward 
relevant legislation. 
Based on the above ideas, the main thesis is divided into five chapters: 
The first chapter: the form of insider trading securities and its latest development 
of specific forms. The first chapter describes the basic way to get insider trading 
information and the basic means of insider trading, providing the necessary 
background information and the basic theory for the article analyzed and discussed. 
The second chapter: the harm of securities and insider trading behavior of market. 
Fully reveal the harm of insider trading to the stock market insider trading on capital 
markets, individual interests, resource allocation, the country's financial system, and 
try to describe the specific behavior of China's stock market insider trading adversely 
affecting in the depth, breadth. 
The third chapter: the insider trading civil commitment. To clarify the issues 
related to civil commitment，sort out and analyze the main body of Civil liability in 
insider trading, the main qualification of the plaintiff, the determination of injury 
causation and the damages in detail .  
The fourth chapter: the problems of civil liability in insider trading. Analyze the 














insider trading legislation on Civil Liability in china. 
The fifth chapter: comprehensive proposal on China's insider trading legislation. 
to improve China's securities market in the rule of law, seek and develop our existing 
positive factors and put forward some legislative proposals. 
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